Abstract. Traffic Engineering has been the prime concern for Internet Service Providers (ISP's), with the main focus being minimization of over-utilization of network capacity even though additional capacity is available which is under-utilized. Furthermore, requirements of timely dl.livery of digitized audiovisual information raises a new challenge offinding a path meeting these requirements. This paper addresses the issue of (a) dishibuting load to achieve global efficiency in resource utilization. (b) Finding a path satisfjing the re$ time requirements of delay and bandwidth requeited by the applications. In this paper we do a critical study of the link utilization that varies over time and determine the time interval during which the link occupancy remains constant across days. This information helps in pie-determining link utilization that is useful in balnncing load in the network.
into edge routers and core routers. Edge routers are those that route packets between a self-contained network and other outside networks along a network backbone. A core router is a router that forwards packets to computer hosts within a network, but not between networks. The real bottleneck for performance comes at these core routers where traffic arrival rates are much higher than the service rates.
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Traffic engineering is concerned with distribution of traffic across the network to avoid such bottlenecks and the use of network resources efficiently.
Traffic engineering along with guaranteed service is the prime concern for the Internet Service Providers. Traffic
Engineering is done by the routing algorithm that uses the current network statistics to efficiently route the traffic on under utilized links so as to avoid over utilization of some other links. Additionally, routing algorithm has to select a path that satisfies QoS demands of applications. The QoS requirements can be specified by mulriple criterias'. Multi constraint QoS routing is defined as finding a qualified path, that meets multiple criteria of QoS requirement. Finding a Multi-constrained path to satisfy bandwidth and delay requirement is a NP hard problem [l] . Many heuristic algorithms have been proposed for solving this multi-constrained problem [4]
[5] [6] . Though all of these algorithms solve the multiconstrained problem in polynomial time, they do not consider current network statistics such as current link utilization. We believe that, if U priori knowledge of link utilization forms an input to the path selection, network resource utilization can be increased.
In this paper, we propose a novel scheme for QoS aware multi-constrained routing which is an improvement over profile based routing algorithm [3] , by finding optimal time interval(s) for 'traffic profiling and satisfying the bandwidth-delay constraints. This uses a priori knowledge of the link utilization for efficiently allocating resources for future demands on that link. The routing algorithm has two phases. The first phase comprises traffic profiling to determine link occupancy. This link occupancy information is an input to the multicommodity flow problem for resource reservation. The second phase is the. online phase, which uses this resource reservation and determines routes satisfying QoS demands of the applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the related work. Section 3 states the problem and section 4 discusses traffic profiling for link occupancy prediction. Section 5 discusses routing algorithm and performance analysis. Section 6 presents the results and Section I concludes the paper. Among the proposed schemes, multi-constrained routing schemes are relevant to this paper. The authors in [9] propose distributed routing algorithm to find paths that satisfy end-to-end delay constraint while minimizing the cost. Although the scheme considers two constraints delay and handwidth, it does not provide complete solution for the problem because the cost metric is not Ma [lO] showed that delay, delay-jitter and buffer space can be expressed in terms of bandwidth if weighted fair queue scheduling is used. However, in high-speed networks propagation delay plays a significant role and cannot be mapped to bandwidth and therefore the scheme in [lo] fails when propagation delay is considered. In this paper we overcome this by computing the latency between two nodes as a summation of propagation delay and Queuing delay as discussed in section 5. Jaffe [ l ] proposed a distributed algorithm that solves 2 -constrained problems with a time complexity of 0 (I N I h log (Nlh)), where b is the largest number of the weights. This algorithm is pseudo-polynomial where the execution time depends on the value of the weights and the size of the network. Widyono In their algorithm, they use traffic profile to solve the multi-commodity flow problem which preallocates link bandwidth for eadsource destination pair based on the aggregate of 24 hours traffic as a good estimate for future demands. In this paper we argue that the optimal time to profile traffic as an, estimate for future demands varies largely with time and thus allocation is dependent on the link occupancy over time. We estimate this time interval for which traffic profiling will provide a good estimate of the future demands.
The network is modeled as a directed graph. We assume that nodes within the network know-the complete topology. Consider the network as G=(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and'E is the set of directed links among the nodes in V. We use the notation (D, B) to denote 
Traffic Profiling
In this section we carry out an analysis of the traffic' traces to study the optimal time period Over which the link utilization remains approximately same across days for a particular link. Taking into account the dynamic nature of Internet traffic, it is our belief that time duration of 24.hout-s for profiling traffic as reponed in [3] is not optimal.
. .
Data Analysis
The traffic analysis is carried out for traffic traces' collected over 30 consecutive days at the edge link between the local gateway and the backbone at time intervals of thirty minutes. Fig 1 plots and for first 12 hours, it is 28.77%. The same pattem repeats, with some exceptions across all the 6,days. Taking into account the variance in the average link utilization across different times -of the day and comparing Table 1 with Tables 2, 3 and 4, it is observed that using the average link utilization computed over a durationhf24 hours as claimed in 131 for Day-I is not a correct m e g c to estimate the link utilization'for Day-2. Without loss of generality:' the same argument 'can he extended for other days. From Table. 2 assuming an. optimal difference in the variances across consecutive days and comparing the variance across these days we find that the average difference in variance that falls within the optimal value is about (2.8%)-for 9 out-of 12 time intervals. From Table 3 , comparing the variance across consecutive days, the average difference in variance that falls within the optimum value is about 3.95 for 3 out of 8 time intervals. From Table 3 , we find that the difference in variance across consecutive days is 4.89 for 3 out of 4 time intervals. Comparing these results we find that 3
and 12 hour duration is optimal time interval for traffic .profiling .that gives good estimate of future demands. In order to keep the overhead of the routing algorithm minimum' we choose the maximum time interval over which the difference^ in variance is minimum. Hence we choose 12 hours to he a optimal time interval for traffic profile for the above data traces analyzed.
Routing Algorithm
This section describes the routing algorithm in detail. Thi: routing algorithm consists of two phases, offline and online phase. Traffic profile information records the expected flow between pairs of ingress-egress routers, and represents aggregated demand profile between ingress-egress pairs and is denoted by (Cid, IG,, EG,, BA,). In the Offline phase we estimate the window (time interval) A T for traffic profilk Cid (identified by a Ingress-Egress pair), duration of which is used for profiling traffic that provides a good estimate of the future demands (BA,). We use the previous history of the traffic flow between each ingress-egress pair to calculate AT. WKen no a priori profile information is available, it can be assumed that'current demand is an indication of future demands. The profile collected during the time Ai" between the (IC,, EG;) pair is used to calculate the aggregate bandwidth BA;, required for that traffic class. This aggregate bandwidth forms the input to the multi-commodity flow problem to preallocate bandwidth on all the links that are on the route between IG, EG,. In the online phase we determine the route for requests identified by (id, IG,, EG;, BWi, DE,). Each request can he uniquely mapped to a traffic profile.
The request arrive online, one at a time, and the algorithm does not know anything about individual future requests, their bandwidth requirements or their time of arrival.
Offline phise
The offline phase uses the network G=(V, E) with bandwidth B,, for each edge 5 Ej~,i, We.estima& AT as given in section 4.We treat each traffic class given by (Cid, IG,, EG,, BA,) as a separate commodity. Suppose there are N commodities, the goal is to findout routes in the network to send as much of each commodity as possible from its ingress to the egress node. Between every ingress -egress pairs we have an excess edge with infinite capacity and high cost (m). Otherwise cost (E,.,J =1. This allows as much of the feasible flow as possible to go through original networkedges. Let xr(e) denote the amount of commodity k that is routed through' edge Then the multi -commodity problem .can be solved for graph G' obtained after the adilition of excess edge for each ingress -egress pair to G by linear constraint model and can be expressed asminimize ( C(cost(E,.,;)Z x x ( e ) ) V i , j = O t o n satisfying the following constraints c Bi.,,
The flow for each commodity is conserved at ' all nodes, except at the corresponding ingress and egress nodes, and
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The amount of commodity k reaching its destination EG, is BA,. Output of this algorithm will he link capacities that will be used for preallocation for various traffic classes and used by the online phase 2.
Online phase
The input phase of this algorithm takes the input network G=(V,E), and the set of requests identified by the tuple (id,Ii,Ei,BWi,DEi). The residual bandwidth resi.
, , for each link is maintained after allowing each request. Initially the residual bandwidth is set to the pre-allocation capacities obtained for each commodity on the links as the result of Offline phase. After each request resi.,, =Bi.,i-BWi. The input to the algorithm is graph representing the network G=(V, E) and pre-allocated link bandwidths for each commodity on the links. The algorithm returns a path from IG to EG such that edges along this path satisfy the capacity constraint res(Ei.,,) > BW and EDi V .i on the physical path is less than DE, 
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Step-3
~ ~~
For all requests (i) BW=BWi, DE=DEi
Delete all edges from G that doesn't satisfy the constraint BW > res(e), these edges don't satisfy the bandwidth constraints.
From the sub-graph obtained after deleting the edges that .do not satisfy the bandwidth constraint, find a path P that has maximum number of hops and satisfying the delay constraint D,.,j < DE V i j on the path by modifying Dijkstra's algorithm.
For each edge in the path P, decrease the residual capacity by BW. If the B of that edge becomes negative, .the link is marked as unusable until some application frees the resource.
Route the request i along the path P.
If no route is found that satisfy the constraints, add BW to the excess edge of the IG, EGi for the path retumed by the Dijkstra's algorithm to keep track of the extra Bandwidth resource required.
, , .
Dreserves the shortest oath for more sensitive to delay applications. Since the ;andwidth is pre-allocated there is no loss of network resources by taking a longer path. For obtaining QD we model the network as single server queuing system where the packets arrive according to the standard distributions (with the arrival rate h) that simulates the arrival of appropriate applications and service time for each application follow a general distribution. The waiting time for such a model is given by w= h * pf 2(1-p); where w is the expected packet waiting time in queue , p is the arrival rate and p = rate .of .gival. * Average service time. When the service times are identical for all packets we have w=p/2(service rate)(l-p). routing. We'observe that although 99% of calls are admitted into the network due to unlimited bandwidth. it falls down to nearly 40% when delay constraints are imposed by the applications. We estimate the window size (time interval) for which the aggregate profile of -Fig2b. Sample Network 2 used Simulation previous day traffic is used as a good predictor of future demands. Simulations were carried over an interval of 24 hours with the window size varying from 30 min to 24 hours. Table 5 gives the result in terms of percentage of calls accepted when link capacity were pre-allocated using the link occupancy aggregate collected during the previous day for the time interval A T and satisfying the bandwidth-delay ' constraints requested by the applications.
*.
Simulation Results
In Table 5 , a window size of 24 hrs represents the time used for finding the aggregate bandwidth in profile based routing algorithm [3]. We find that using window sizes less than 24 hours generally gives better performance in terms of calls admitted for both networks. We also find that the percentage of calls From the results, we conclude that optimal window size estimation plays an important role in improving the number of calls admitted into the network. The window size is dependent on the network used and should be dynamically calculated for every network.. The link behavior has to be dynamically studied for every network to determine its aggregate occupancy and For the sake of completion, ,we derive a mathematical model to determine the optimum time interval'for estimation of future demands. The problem can be modeled as two random variable( x = Time, y= Bandwidth) approximately equated to two variable normalized Gaussian distributions.
Where A = -1/2 o2 o =Variance of the sample data Given 'n' days samples (t, , bi) where ti is the time of the i" day and bi is the bandwidth i*-day in the time t, (discrete domain), the problem scales down to determine the maximum duration of the interval during which the pattern (aggregate bindwidth) remains~ constant, -i.e.,' bandwidth, during this time interval remains as a good estimate of the future demands.
We begin to find out "AT" the time interval starting with largest value less than 24 (pri*ly a factor of 24, assuming the bandwidth for that, duration for all days follows the -Gaussian dishbution) and satisfying ' the following condition: Where 'E' is arbitrarily small valueand p is the mean and a2 is the variance. We repeat this process with varying values of A T until we find a "AT" that satisfies the following condition.
Maximum { AT) 3 a2 5 h
where h is the pre-fixed threshold.
This fixes the time interval during which the bandwidth remains constant over days. We can derive a good ejtimate of the bandwidth given this time duration along with the sample data (ti, bi) by approximating the problem to the maximum-likelihood estimate. Suppose for given A T over the whole day
Conclusions
This paper considers the issue of QoS routing with respect to multiple constraints and traffic profiling for efficient utilization of link bandwidth. Efforts have been made to study the network behavior in predicting link occupancy. We believe that this factor, if used in the pre-processing phase of the algorithm will help achieve performance improvements in terms of Call Blocking Probability (CBP) thereby promoting optimal utilization of network resources. The results show an improvement over the other schemes mentioned in this paper in terms of number of calls accepted. We give an insight into critical study of the link utilization and prove that it bas to be studied dynamically to obtain performance enhancement in terms of network resource utilization.
